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Climate Change at AIIB: Mandate and Strategic Context
Three anchors for climate action
1.

To implement the climate finance target in the upcoming Corporate Strategy
• “AIIB aims at reaching or surpassing by 2025 a 50 percent share of climate finance in actual annual
approved financing.”
• Progressively scale up from 35% over 2016-2018 and 39% in 2019 – and reduce variance
• Business Plan and Budget (BPB) 2021 will be linked to the Corporate Strategy

2.

Joint MDB commitment at COP24 to develop the Paris Alignment approach by 2020 and to implement
starting from 2021
•

3.

AIIB is participating in the joint MDB working groups on climate change (climate finance tracking and
reporting, Paris Alignment, GHG emission accounting) to harmonise its practices with MDBs.

Environmental and Social Policy (ESP)
•

“The Bank supports the three aims of the Paris Agreement of December 2015 to strengthen the global
response to the threat of climate change, which are related to mitigation, adaptation and the
redirection of financial flows.”

•

“In the context of sustainable development, the Bank stands ready, through its financings, to assist its
Clients in achieving their nationally determined contributions (…).”

 Climate change implementation started in 2020 BPB, will be further institutionalized in 2021 BPB
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Climate change at AIIB In Action
1. Five priority areas on climate change
• Five areas are interlinked, especially climate change mitigation, adaptation and finance

• Together they cover the full project cycle from project identification to project completion
• Focus on these five priorities for their bank-wide relevance, with a phased approach over time
2. Climate-related work by other departments

• Carbon footprint of AIIB’s internal operations (FAS) – Carbon Management Plan to be
completed in 2020
• Climate-related physical and transition risk in credit ratings (RMD) – BOD presentation, AM side
event

• Sustainable Development Bond Framework (TRE) – investor pressure on coal exclusion
statement
3. Other climate-related tasks
• Climate change intranet
• Climate change research
• Climate change communication
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Climate change at AIIB: targets and outputs in 2021
FIVE PRIORITY AREAS

TARGETS AND OUTPUTS IN 2021
•
•
•
•

Complete operationalising climate finance in project cycle
Training on the joint MDB climate mitigation and adaptation finance methodologies
Indicate climate finance share of project (0-100%) becomes a condition for Board Approval
Tip sheet on increasing climate finance share of projects

•
•
•

Training on GHG emission accounting and reporting for energy projects (using guidance
note)
Develop guidance note for transport GHG emission accounting
Start to collect data on GHG emissions during project implementation (IMU, ESP)

III. Adaptation and Resilience

•
•
•

Training on project-level physical climate risk screening (Acclimatise Aware)
Map adaptation and resilience enhancement measures across infra sectors
Tip sheet on how to include adaptation measures into project design (consultant needed)

IV. Paris Alignment

•

Training on the joint MDB Paris Alignment approach

V. Business Development

•
•
•
•

Internal training on using NDCs in business development
GCF accreditation process
Mapping of concessional funding sources (with Partnership team)
Tip sheet on how to develop new projects with high climate finance potential

I.

Climate Finance Tracking*

* Note assumes start of full climate finance operationalisation in
2020

II. Mitigation and GHG Emissions
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AIIB’s Climate Finance Tracking and Reporting
Definition: Climate Finance (CF) refers to Mitigation Finance (MF), Adaptation Finance (AF), and any
overlap in Mitigation and Adaptation Finance (MF & AF Overlap) at the project or project component level.
Target: “AIIB will aim at reaching or surpassing by 2025 a 50 percent share of climate finance in actual
annual approved financing” as stated in the draft Corporate Strategy
Tracking and reporting: AIIB has been tracking its climate finance in approved projects since 2016*, and
reporting through other international organisations and initiatives as well as in its Annual Report
• Climate finance was tracked using Board approved project documents for projects approved in 2016 –
2019. A summary of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019 is in the Annex.
• Climate finance was reported externally:
• in AIIB 2019 and 2020 annual report
• to the OECD DAC and the UNFCCC
• In the joint MDB Climate Finance Report (summer 2020)
* Including project financing and financing through financial institutions and capital markets but excluding Special Fund projects. Not enough
detail was available for Special Fund projects to justify climate finance eligibility.
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Tracking AIIB’s climate finance - methodology
Project financing
• The joint MDB climate finance tracking methodology was applied
• AF Tracking: three steps approach
o

1) Setting out the climate change vulnerability context of the project;

o

2) Making an explicit statement of intent of the project to reduce climate change vulnerability;

o

3) Articulating a clear and direct link between specific project activities and the project’s objective to
reduce vulnerability to climate change.

• MF Tracking: positive list
o Projects were mapped against the positive list of climate mitigation categories, sub-categories and
eligible activities defined by the joint MDB methodology for tracking climate change mitigation finance
o Method under revision, GHG emission reduction impact will be a condition in the revised methodology
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Tracking AIIB’s climate finance - methodology (cont’)
Financing through financial institutions and capital markets*

• Not covered by the joint MDB climate finance tracking methodology**
• Applied methods commonly used by other MDBs:
a. When an investment pipeline was available (e.g. SUSI, CITIC), we identified the CF subprojects. This is standard practice in other MDBs including the EIB and IFC.
b. In the lack of a pipeline, we estimated CF share based on the investment mandate. Other
MDBs also rely on this method in the absence of a mature buy-and-hold portfolio.
• Data availability is a common challenge to MDBs’ climate finance tracking for indirect finance
projects
• Financial intermediaries (FIs) are not compelled to report their pipeline or may not have one at
the time of project approval
• To refine and revise CF tracking in indirect investments as AIIB’s portfolio grows, more data
becomes available, and methodologies are further developed and harmonised among MDBs
* This includes equity funds, equity in collateralized loan obligations (CLO) and debt capital market portfolio funds and financial
7
institutions.

** Joint MDB methodology for tracking climate finance in financing through FIs is under initial discussion led by EBRD, EIB and IFC
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Overview of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019 - by sector
Figure 1. Share of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019 by sector (USD)
USD 1.7 billion total climate finance
Financial Institutions

2% 1%

• USD 612 million (35%) transport

5%

Transport
36%

21%

• USD 373 million (21%) energy
• USD 82 million (5%) rural infrastructure

Energy
Rural Infrastructure
Water

35%

• USD 621 million (36%) financial institutions

Multi-Sector and
Other Infrastructure

• USD 33 million (2%) water
• USD 20 million (1%) multi-sector and other infrastructure

16 climate finance projects
• 5 (31%) energy
• 4 (25%) financial institutions

• 3 (19%) transport
• 1 each (6% each) water, rural infrastructure, multisector and other infrastructure
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Adaptation vs Mitigation vs Dual-Benefit
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Overview of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019
Table 1. Climate finance in AIIB's projects approved in 2019

%
(volume)

Total
Finance

Climate
Finance

100%

39%

• In 2019, AIIB’s climate finance was 39% of the total approved finance. This
represents an increase from previous years.
• Climate finance was 35% on average between 2016 and 2018 with a high
variation over time (21% 52% and 29% in each year).
• AIIB’s climate finance was USD 1.7 billion in 2019, the highest in absolute
terms since the Bank’s inception.
• Climate finance was around 2.5 billion over three years from 2016 to 2018.

volume
(USD
million)

4,498

1,742

% (# of
projects)

100%

57%

# of
projects

28

16

• The increase reflects the growing portfolio of the Bank – particularly in
financing through financial institutions and capital markets. Climate finance in
these projects amounted to over a third of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019.
• Expressed in the number of projects, 57% or 16 out of 28 projects had a
climate finance component. This represents an increase from 40% or 14 out of
35 projects between 2016-2018.

• A quarter of the 16 CF projects in 2019 were financed through financial
institutions and capital markets, compared to 110
in 14 between 2016-2018.
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Overview of AIIB’s climate finance in 2019 – by mitigation and/or
adaptation
Table 2. Mitigation and adaptation finance in AIIB’s climate finance in 2019
Total
climate
finance
%
(volume)
volume
(USD
million)
% (# of
projects)

Mitigation Adaptation
finance
finance
only
only

USD 1.7 billion total climate finance
Both

• USD 806 million (46%) mitigation only

• USD 387 million (22%) adaptation only
100%

46%

22%

32%

1,742

806

387

549

• USD 549 million (32%) both mitigation
and adaptation

16 climate finance projects
• 8 (50%) mitigation only

100%

50%

25%

25%

• 4 (25%) adaptation only
• 4 (25%) both adaptation and mitigation

# of
projects
16

8

4

4
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Implementation Challenges and the Steps Ahead
1. Lack of appropriate policy framework
2. Technical challenges
3. Limited capacity

4. Limited financial instruments
5. “Pandemic year”

What to do?
1. Engage in policy dialogue
2. Work with the financial sector and other international financial institutions
3. Act consistently across the board
4. Find the right balance between “sticks & carrots”
5. Be creative!
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Thank you very much!
Alberto.Ninio@aiib.iorg

